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The problem of constructing minimum-redundancy prefix codes for the 
general discrete noiseless channel without constraints is solved for unequal 
code letter costs, provided that the symbols encoded are assumed to be equally 
probable. A graphical technique is developed for solving the problem for which 
the code words are equally probable and are constructed from r symbols where 
r is greater than or equal to two. A method is given for constructing an optimal 
exhaustive prefix code. This method is then generalized to the extent hat the 
exhaustive constraint is deleted, thereby resulting in an algorithm, designated 
ACE for arbitrary symbol cost and equal code word probability, which solves 
the stated problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this section a formulation of the general problem is given and the 
contributions which have been made toward its solution are outlined. These 
contributions are those of Huffman (1952) and Karp (1961). 
A communication system is represented by the block diagram in Fig. 1. 
Source Encoder Chonne ' ] 
FIG. 1. Communication system. 
A random variable B', taking on the values b I ,..., b~ with probabilities 
Pl ,...,P~, respectively, is observed independently over and over again 
at the source, thus generating a sequence whose components belong to the set 
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B = (31 , . . . ,  b~); such a sequence is called a message. It is desired to transmit 
any message, generated at the source to the destination with no possibility 
of error. It is assumed that the channel is "noiseless", i.e., the channel allows 
perfect ransmission from input to output. However, the channel is a device 
which accepts an input from a specified set of symbols S = (s 1 ,..., st) 
commonly referred to as code characters or the code alphabet, and r < n. 
The encoder assigns a finite sequence of code characters, called the code word, 
to each b~. The channel transmits these code words. The decoder assigns 
an element of the set (b 1 ,..., b~) to the code word received. The collection 
of all code words is called a code and is represented by the set W= (w 1 ..... w~). 
The code words are assumed to be distinct. Most of the material presented 
up to this point was taken from Ash (1967, Chap. 2). 
Associated with the set of symbols S of the code alphabet is the set 
C : (Q ,..., 6.) which represents the cost of the respective symbols in S. The 
set L : (l 1 ,..., l~) represents the respective lengths of the code words of W. 
Set X : (x 1 ,..., x~) represents the costs associated with the code words of W, 
where 
xi= ~ as~ for i=  1,...,n, 
3=1 
and a~ is the number of times that symbol 6 occurs in code word w~. The 
variables a3i are related to the elements of L by the following equation: 
l i=  i a3i for i=  1,...,n. 
j= l  
The general problem (designated as Problem A) is to construct an n word 
code, W, such that 
~P~xi'~ i ~ P~as, = c°de c°st 
i=1 i=1 3=1 
(1) 
is a minimum, where the elements of sets P, B, C, and S are given. The 
variables to be determined are the xi or, equivalently, the a3~. 
It is desirable to place some restrictions on the assignment of code words 
to the elements of set B. These restrictions become clear from the following 
discussion. 
A code is said to be uniquely decipherable if each finite source message 
can be composed of code words in exactly one way. The significance of a code 
being uniquely decipherable is that no two elements of B will consist of 
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identical arrangements of symbols from S. A code is said to possess the prefix 
property if no word of the code is a prefix of any other code word of the same 
coding. The prefix property is a desirable characteristic for a code because no 
additional indication is necessary to specify where a code word begins and 
ends once the starting point of a sequence of code words is known, provided 
that the code words are elements of a prefix code. It is noted in Ash (1967) 
that every prefix code is uniquely decipherable, but not conversely. 
According to Reza (1961), a prefix code is exhaustive if, for any two code 
symbols, s~ and s k , as s is a prefix of a code word if and only if ask is a prefix of a 
code word, where a is a sequence of symbols of S. The exhaustive property 
permits all sequences of S to occur either as encode messages or as prefixes 
of encoded messages. 
An optimal code is defined as a code for which the expression of (1) is 
a minimum. It is noted that for any given code (not necessarily an optimal 
code) an optimal strategy for minimizing code cost is to order the elements 
of sets P and X such thatpl >~ "- >~ p~ and x 1 ~< "" ~< x~. It has been shown 
by Ash (1967) that if a code is optimal within the class of prefix codes for 
the given set P, then this code is also optimal within the entire class of 
uniquely decipherable codes. All codes discussed in this paper will possess 
the prefix property, since it is desirable that all codes be uniquely decipharable 
and possess the prefix property. 
Problem A has been formulated by Karp (1961) as a linear integer pro- 
gramming problem. However, his formulation has several disadvantages: 
(1) A considerable amount of effort is required to obtain the input data. 
(2) His initial formulation permits the solution of only very small 
problems because of the large number of integer variables which are involved. 
(3) His technique for extending the practical scope of his formulation 
is based upon empirical observations. The resulting algorithm, therefore, 
is a heuristic one and consequently does not guarantee an optimal solution. 
A special case of Problem A occurs whenever q . . . . .  c r . Obviously, 
there is no loss of generality if ci = 1 for i = 1 .... , r. The problem (designated 
as Problem B) now is to construct an n word prefix code, W, such that the code 
cost is a minimum, where the code cost is 
i=1 j= l  i= l  
Huffman (1952) has solved Problem B via a combinatorial type algorithm. 
Another special case of Problem A occurs whenever Pi = 1 In  for all 
643/x9/4-2 
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i = 1,..., n. Problem C is to construct an n-word prefix code W such that the 
code cost 1 = - ~.  x~ (3 )  
n z=l  
is a minimum. Problem C is divided into two classes of problems: 
(1) Problem C1 which requires that the optimal prefix code W also 
be an exhaustive code. It is noted that exhaustive codes exist only for those 
values of n such that (n -  l ) / ( r -  1) is an integer. For binary (r = 2) 
alphabets, exhaustive codes exist for all values of n >/2. 
(2) Problem C2 which does not require that the optimal prefix code 
necessarily be exhaustive. 
Two algorithms are presented in this paper, one for the solution of 
Problem C1 and one for the solution of Problem C2. Before these algorithms 
are presented, the graphical representation of prefix codes is discussed. 
The proofs which are presented in this paper are simplified if the graphical 
representation f the prefix codes are considered. 
The set of words of a prefix code can be represented graphically by the 
terminal nodes of a tree. Each terminal node (a node which has no branches 
leaving it) of the tree represents a code word wT~ • Each branch leaving each 
node is labeled with one of the symbols 1 .... , st. The code word w~ is found by 
listing in order the symbols associated with the branches leading from the root 
of the tree to the terminal node associated with w~. The code is exhaustive 
if and only if there are r branches leaving each nonterminal node. 
w 4 w 5 
w~ w 2 w 3 
FIG. 2. Tree for exhaustive prefix code. 
W I = S1S1S 1 ,  W4 = SlS 2 ~ W7 = S 3 
W 2 ~ S1S1S 2 ~ W 5 ~ S1S 3 , 
W 3 ~--- $1S1S3 ~ W 6 : S 2 • 
In terms of the tree structure, the length of a code word is equivalent to 
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the number of nodes encountered in following a path from the root or source 
node to the terminal node representing the desired code word. The first node 
encountered is at the first level of the tree, second node at the second level, etc. 
The root of the tree is at level zero. 
Since the variables in the optimization process are the code word costs, 
it is convenient to label each node of the tree with its respective cost. The 
convention for a set of branches extending from any given nonterminal node 
is to assign more expensive symbol costs to the branches as one moves from 
left to right. For example, 
C1 ~ C  4 
C2 C 3 
F(r, r) 
FIG. 3. Labeling convention. 
andc  1~<c 2~<c a ~<c 4. Fore=5,  r=3,  and C=(1 ,2 ,3 ) ,  a tree labeled 
with costs is 
4 5 
FIo. 4. Tree and cost labels. 
and X --  (2, 2, 4, 4, 5). Often, for simplicity, only the costs associated with 
terminals nodes are specified. The above tree with cost labels would then be 
4 5 
FIO. 5. Tree and cost labels. 
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PROBLEM C1 
Let F(n, r) represent an n-word exhaustive prefix code constructed from r 
symbols andf (n ,  r) the cost of this code, where cost is defined as 
n 
f (n,  r) = n ~ xi '  
U==l 
and xi is the cost of code word i for i = 1 .... , n. 
THEOREM 1. Code F(n,r)  constructed from the optimal code F* 
(n -  r + 1, r) by adding symbols s 1 ,..., s~ to the minimum cost word of 
F*(n -- r + 1, r) is also optimal, where n must be such that (n -- 1)/(r - -  1) 
is an integer and n >~ r. 
Proof. I t  is assumed that m is the number of distinct proper prefixes 
(excluding the null prefix) in an n-word code constructed from r symbols and 
that Yi is the cost of the i-th distinct proper prefix, i = 1,..., m. It is also 
assumed that g~ represents the cost of a code containing i distinct proper 
prefixes. 
go = ~ Ci , 
i=1 
gl = go + ~ci -1- (r -- 1)y I = 2g o + (r - -  1)y l ,  
g2 = 3go + (r - -  1)(y~ +Y2). 
g~ = (m + 1)go + (r - -  1) ~ y, =f (n , r ) .  (4) 
i=1 
The objective is to minimize f(n, r) or, equivalently, gm or, equivalently, 
m 
I t  is assumed that the set Z = (z 1 ~< "" ~< z~) contains all possible distinct 
proper prefix costs for any n-word code, where k = ~.it=l r ~-  n and 
m . ~Tt ~n 
t = (n - -  l)/(r - -  1). Obviously, 5~i=lY~ is a minimum if Z~=lYi = Zi=l z i .  
Clearly an optimal code will consist of distinct proper prefixes with costs 
z 1 .... , z~.  The method prescribed by Theorem 1 is obviously one for deter- 
mining the optimal sequence zl ,..., zm • 
The ideas presented in the proof are illustrated for n = 5, r = 2, and 
C = (1, 2). The first quantity to determine is m. The relationship between m 
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and n is determined from an observation of some specific values of m and n. 
m:0  1 2 3 "'- 
n : r  2 r - -  1 3 r - -2  4r - -3  "" 
Each t ime that m is increased by one n is increased by r - -  1 (one terminal node 
of the tree structure is deleted and r new terminal nodes are added). In  general, 
n=(m+l )  r - -m.  
Therefore, m = 3; Z---- (1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5,6, 
6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8), and Y = (1, 2, 2). 
3/  4 
×= ['3, 3 ,3 ,4 ,47  
Fro. 6. Nonterminal nd terminal node costs. 
Theorem 1 enables one to obtain an optimal n-word exhaustive code by 
constructing a tree in the following manner:  
Cl<'''<-Cr ~ C ~  
1 " / ~  C x + Cr c r 2 c 1 
C2 C 1 + C 2 
F(r, r) F(2r-1,  r) 
FIG. 7. Optimal tree sequence. 
Exhaustive code F(3r -  2, r) is obtained from F(2r -  1, r) by adding 
symbols s 1 ..... s, to the least-cost node of F(2r -  1, r). This  procedure is 
repeated unti l  the desired exhastive n-word code is obtained. 
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PROBLEM C2 
The following lemma introduces the theory necessary for the development 
of a strategy for obtaining optimal codes which are not constrained to be 
exhaustive. The distinct proper prefix cost set of nonoptimal exhaustive 
code G(n, r) is denoted by T = (t 1 ~ " '  ~ tin). 
LEMlVIA 1. 
y~ ~ t, 
for i = 1,..., m and the strict inequality holds for at least one value of i. 
Y ~ (Yt ~ "'" ~ Y~) is the optimal set of distinct proper prefix costs. 
The restriction that code F(n, r) be exhaustive is now eliminated, n, the 
number of words of the code, can be equal to any integer value greater than 
or equal to two. Since the code can be nonexhaustive, it is not necessary that r 
branches extend from each nonterminal node. Let v represent the number 
of branches extending from any nonterminal node, where 2 ~ Iv] ~ r. 
It is obvious then, that in any nonexhaustive optimal code, the branches 
extending from the nonterminal nodes represent symbols sl ,..., sv since 
cl ~< "'" ~< cr. 
An approach for obtaining optimal code F*(n, r) is to begin with optimal 
exhaustive code F*(n', r) where n' ~ n. The following theorem will be useful 
in the approach for obtaining F*(n, r). 
THEOREM 2. Exhaustive code F(n', r) is an optimal exhaustive code if 
it is obtained from optimal code F*(n, r) by adding (r -- i) branches to each 
source node from which i branches are extending; 2 ~ i ~ r and n' ~ n. 
Proof. It is assumed that the exhaustive code, F(n', r) is not optimal. 
But, there exists an exhaustive code, G(n', r) which is optimal. However, 
it immediately follows from Lemma 1 that it is possible to construct a code 
G(n,r) such that g(n , r )~f* (n , r ) .  Therefore, the conclusion is that 
F(n', r) is an optimal exhaustive code. 
Since, by Theorem 2 it is possible to obtain exhaustive F*(n', r) from 
F*(n, r), it is also possible to obtain F*(n, r) from exhaustive F*(n', r). 
Clearly, the manner by which F*(n, r) is obtained from exhaustive F*(n', r) 
is to delete the most expensive code word from F*(n', r), and to repeat 
this deletion of the most expensive code word until the desired value of n 
is reached. 
The crucial question for this approach is how large to make n' ? It is not 
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enough to say that n' must be greater than or equal to e. To illustrate, the 
example for which n = 7, r = 3, and C = (1, 2, 8) is considered. 
2 3 9 
e×h F ~ (7, 3) 
Fie. 8. 
exh f-~ (7, 3) = 39 
n '=n=7 
number of dJshnct proper prefixes 
=2 
Tree structure for code F*(7, 3). 
But obviously, the optimal solution for exhaustive code F*(7, 3) is not the 
optimal solution for nonexhaustive code H(7, 3). 
8 
5 I t0  3 3 
4 4 
F~-(9, 3) f (7 ,  5) : 54 
n '=9 n=7 
exh f *  (9 ,3}  = 54 number of dLshnct proper 
pref ixes = 3 
FIG. 9. Tree structure for codes F*(9, 3) and F(7,3). 






5 1I 4 5 
4 
4- 5 
F * (13, 3) h"* (7, 5) = f~ {7, 2) : 29 
n' = 13 number of d~sfinct proper pref ixes = 5 
FIG. 10. Tree structure for codesF*(13,  3) and H*(7, 3). 
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The answer as to how large n' must be is found in an analysis of the 
number of distinct proper prefixes which must be contained in an optimal 
exhaustive code in order that the optimal nonexhaustive code can be obtained 
by deleting the most expensive code words from the optimal exhaustive code. 
The number of distinct proper prefixes for any exhaustive code of n' words 
constructed from r symbols is designated as m. In the graphical representation 
of an exhaustive code m is the number of nonterminal nodes, excluding the 
root. It can easily be shown that m = (n' -- r)/(r -- 1). 
The values of m is given for some specific values of r: 
T m 
2 n ' - -2  
3 (1/21(n' --  3) 
4 (1/3)(n' - -4 )  
It  is noted that the maximum value of m occurs whenever  = 2, provided 
that n' ) r ) 2, where r is given. Therefore, the situation for which optimal 
code H*(n, r) contains the largest number of distinct proper prefixes is 
whenever all words of H*(n, r) are constructed from only two of the r 
symbols, i.e., 
h*(n, r) = f*(n, 2) 
which was the situation of the previous example. Therefore, in constructing 
optimal exhaustive code F*(n', r), n' must be large enough so that the largest 
possible number of distinct proper prefixes for n is contained in the code. 
Therefore, 
n t __  y 
n- -2  -- 
or  
n' = (n --  2)(r - -  1) q-r .  
In the previous example, 
n' =(7 - -2 ) (3 - -1 )+3 =(5) (2 )+3 = 13. 
The fact that bothF*(13, 3) and H*(7, 3) in the previous example contain five 
distinct proper prefixes is important. The importance of this fact is seen in 
the following example, for which n = 7, r = 3, and C = (1, 2, 3). Proceeding 
in the manner suggested by the previous example, the following optimal 
exhaustive code is obtained: 
n '=(n - -2 ) ( r - -1 )q - r  = 13. 
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4 5 
5 4 5 4 5 6 3 4 4 5 
exh F* £15, 4) H (8, 5) 
m = 5 h(8 ,5)  = 5Z 
m= 5 
Fro. 11. Tree structure for codesF*(13, 4) and H(8, 3). 
H(8, 3) is the smallest code that can be obtained from exhF*(13, 3) and still 
maintain a value of five for m. 
5 4 5 5 4 
exh F* (11,5) H (8 ,5 )  
m= 4 h (8 ,5 )  =50 
h(7, 5} = 26 
m=4 
FIo. 12. Tree structure for codes F*( l l ,  3) and H(8, 3). 
3 4 5 
m=3 
exh F~-(9, 3) 
h (8 ,3 )  = 29 
h (7, 5) = 24 
FIG. 13. Tree structure for codeF*(9, 3). 
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5 4 5 
m=2 
exh F~(7, 3) 
exh f~- 17, 3) = 24 = h ~ (7, 
FIC. 14. Tree structure for codeF*(7, 3). 
In the previous example the optimal code for n = 7 contained five distinct 
proper prefixes. In this example, the optimal code for n = 7 contains either 
two or three distinct proper prefixes. 
The value of m for the optimal code clearly depends upon the symbol cost 
set C. In the last example, a seven word code could not be obtained from 
exhF*(13, 3), by the method of deleting the most expensive code words, 
without reducing the value of m. In order to utilize Theorem 2 (i.e., by 
applying the reverse operation) the value of m must be kept constant while 
the process of deleting the most expensive code words is carried out. 
In general, code words are deleted without affecting the value of m by 
deleting from the associated tree structure a terminal node which has either 
s3 ,..., sr as a terminal branch. Optimal code H*(n, r) for r >/2 and where 
H*(n, r) is not necessarily exhaustive is determined from the following algo- 
rithm (ACE, acronym for arbitrary symbol cost and equal code word pro- 
bability): 
1. SetN~n'~(n- -2 ) ( r - -1 )4 - r .  
Set i = 1. 
2. Construct the optimal exhaustive N-word code by the method 
suggested by Theorem 1. 
3. I f  r = 2, go to step 8; otherwise go to step 4. 
4. Eliminate the most expensive code words one at a time until one 
of the following conditions occurs. 
(a) A code of n words is obtained. This code and its cost h i are saved. 
(b) Additional code words cannot be eliminated without changing 
the value of m. 
5. N=N- - ( r - - l ) ; i= i~ i .  
6. I f  N < n go to step 7, otherwise go to sten 2. 
7. Select h* = rnin(i ) h~. The code associated with h* is H*(n, r). 
8. Terminate. 
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Algorithm ACE solves both classes of problems which are designated in 
this paper as Problem C1 and Problem C2. 
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